
Landmark Study Finds Pattern of "Falsification of the Scientific
Record" in Government-Funded Wildfire Studies

Short Summary of the Newly Release Study
"Countering Omitted Evidence of Variable Historical Forests and Fire Regime in

Western USA Dry Forests: The Low-Severity-Fire Model Rejected":

An unprecedented new study, Baker et al. (2023), published in the peer-reviewed journal Fire,
exposed a broad pattern of scientific misrepresentations and omissions by government forest
and wildfire scientists. This "falsification of the scientific record" is driving bad policies and
government mismanagement of public forests, including clearcutting and commercial logging of
mature and old-growth trees under deceptive euphemisms like “thinning”, “restoration”, and “fuel
reduction”. In particular, studies funded by the U.S. Forest Service, an agency that financially
benefits from commercial logging on public lands, have presented a falsified narrative that
historical forests had low tree densities and were heavily dominated by low-severity fires, using
this narrative to push for increased commercial logging.

While Baker et al. (2023) documents a broad pattern of scientific omissions by Forest Service
studies, it focuses on Hagmann et al. (2021), a Forest Service study that has received much
media attention and has been used as the justification for a series of unprofessional public
attacks and character assassination efforts by Forest Service-funded scientists against
independent forest/fire scientists. Centrally, Baker et al. (2023) found that, while Hagmann et al.
(2021) was presented ostensibly as a review, that paper listed a series of studies by
independent scientists, and then listed the Forest Service’s published critiques of those studies,
but never mentioned the stacks of reply studies by independent scientists that completely
refuted and discredited the Forest Service critiques. Through this glaring omission of a huge
body of scientific evidence, Hagmann et al. (2021) created the false appearance that the Forest
Service critiques were the last word on the subject. The scientific reply studies by independent
scientists note that the Forest Service critiques do not challenge the central evidence or
conclusions of the initial studies, and the reply articles provide exhaustive evidence
documenting why the tangential critiques in the Forest Service articles are unfounded and
inaccurate–all of which was concealed by Hagmann et al. (2021).

The corrected scientific record, based on all of the evidence, shows that historical forests were
highly variable in tree density, and included "open" forests as well as many dense forests.
Further, historical wildfire severity was mixed and naturally included a substantial component of
high-severity fire, which creates essential snag forest habitat that rivals old-growth forest in
terms of native biodiversity. These findings have profound implications for climate change
mitigation and community safety, as current forest policies that are driven by the distorted
narrative result in forest management policies that reduce forest carbon and increase carbon
emissions, while diverting scarce federal resources away from proven community wildfire safety
measures like home hardening, defensible space pruning, and evacuation assistance.
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